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Do you know what to do if your computer screen goes black? What if an application won’t close or there’s no 
sound coming from your speakers? When you have a problem with your computer the first thing you should 
do is go through this troubleshooting checklist, which will help solve some common office IT problems.

Cables
	    Are all cables connected firmly?
	   Are the pins on the cables straight and unbroken?
	   Is the computer plugged in?
	   Is the power strip on?
	   Does the electrical outlet work?
	   Replace broken or damaged cables with new ones. 

Disk Drives—CD-ROM Drives
	   Is there anything stuck in the drives?
	   Does the CD enclosure come out?

Computer
	   Is the power switch on?
	   Have you tried restarting the computer?

Monitor
	   Is the power switch on?
	   Is the brightness or contrast adjusted?
	   Is the horizontal or vertical contrast adjusted?

Printer
	   Is the paper jammed?
	   Is the online switch on?
	   Is there ink in the printer?
	   Can you print anything else from another program?
	   Have you tried to print the document from another computer and/or printer?

Software
	   Is the software compatible with the system and/or printer?
	   Are you selecting the correct features?
	   Have your read the manual?
	   Have all updates and/or security patches been installed correctly?

Login to System
	   Is your username typed correctly? Upper case and lower case are important.
	   Is your password typed correctly? Upper case and lower case are important.
	   Is the caps lock on?
	   Did you recently change your password?

If you continue to experience issues, contact your IT support and provide the following:
	 +  A detailed overview of the problem.
	 +  Timeframe of when your equipment last worked properly and when it failed.
	 +  Changes that may have impacted performance.
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